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SUGGESTIONS

The Committee on Industry, Research and Energy calls on the Committee on the Internal 
Market and Consumer Protection, as the committee responsible, to incorporate the following 
suggestions in its motion for a resolution:

1. Stresses that internet services are offered on a cross-border scale, and that accordingly 
they require concerted action in line with the Digital Agenda for Europe;

2. Emphasises that broadband and the internet are important drivers for economic growth, 
job creation and European competitiveness, as well as boosting online commerce and 
services, but points out that more competition is needed to ensure net neutrality;

3. Recognises the need to create ways of enhancing citizens’ trust and confidence in the 
online environment;

4. Calls for an integrated European market for card, internet and mobile payments;

5. Emphasises the importance of ‘one-stop-shops’ for VAT in order to facilitate cross-border 
e-commerce for SMEs and promote e-invoicing;

6. Urges the Commission and the Member States to further develop secure and effective e-
services; notes, particularly where e-identification and e-signatures are concerned, that 
cross-border interoperability is necessary in order to boost the adoption of cross-border e-
invoicing solutions;

7. Calls on the Member States to draw up national cyber-incident contingency plans to cope 
with cyber-disruptions or cyber-attacks with cross-border relevance;

8. Emphasises that the internet is increasingly being used on mobile devices and calls for 
action to ensure increased radio spectrum availability for the mobile internet; 

9. Recognises that high-speed networks are a prerequisite for the development of online 
services and invites the Member States to further develop national broadband plans and 
adopt operational plans with concrete measures to implement the targets set in the Digital 
Agenda;

10. Calls for specific measures to be taken to ensure that SMEs can fully enjoy the potential 
of broadband in the fields of e-commerce and e-procurement;

11. Recognises the major potential of cloud computing and calls on the Commission to 
propose without delay a European strategy on cloud computing.


